COULD THIS BE THE NEXT HOMERUN? WATCH BLLB LIKE A HAWK
STARTING MONDAY, JULY 23rd!
Trade Date: Monday, July 23rd, 2007
Company: Bell Buckle Holdings, Inc.
Symbol: BLLB.PK
Current Price: 0.245
5-day Target: 1
Current Market: Extremely Bullish
Rating: 10+
Recommendation: Strong Buy

About Bell Buckle Holdings, Inc.
Bell Buckle Country Store, Inc. was founded in 1995 as a family owned and
operated business, dedicated to producing the finest all-natural gourmet
food products on the market. This dedication to excellence has garnered them
recognition throughout the industry and many national awards for both taste
and packaging. Through the years, the company has grown to include 5 brands,
239 products, sold in all 50 States and overseas through grocery stores,
specialty gourmet & gift shops and big box retailers.
Bell Buckle Country Store, Inc. products are sold under the brands:
Captain Rodney’s, Rose & Ivy, Simplify, Bell Buckle Country Store
and Bainbridge Festive Foods!
MEMBERS SHOULD PICK UP BLLB AS EARLY AS POSSIBLE ON MONDAY!
THIS ANNOUNCEMENT IS GOING TO SEND IT OFF THE CHARTS!
WE ALL KNOW THAT IN THIS BUSINESS IT’S THE BIG ANNOUNCEMENTS
THAT MAKE THESE STOCKS EXPLODE!!!

Did he have an Apple logo tastefully tattooed on his forehead by any chance?
Click here for free e-mail alerts.
freitasm on Digg and Slashdot spreading FUD.
They might be your neighbors, people that you wouldn’t think would be harmful, a
nd who aren’t necessarily evil.
PR Folks, pay attention.
" or "We’re going to solve osteoporosis and we’re going to end suffering!
Want stories like this e-mailed to you?
Pharmaceutical companies don’t have the same addictive quality for their drugs.
Companies list their projects, and Google will match students with companies - s
ometimes in a competitive environment where students look for projects in their
area of expertise.
" They still try to do that today by saying, "Alzheimer’s is based on the nervou
s system.
Part of that is the vicious feedback cycle; if you start smoking, you will get p
oorer.
My photo album is here.
They’re lost in the forest, and they can’t even see the trees.
But this psychological deception is harder to do today, at least when working fo
r tobacco companies.
I couldn’t live without it anymore.
I’m not making this up.
They were part of a machine that was creating tremendous evil, pain and sufferin
g, and destruction in many different ways.
They were part of a machine that was creating tremendous evil, pain and sufferin
g, and destruction in many different ways.
We can’t show you the code in this area however, because your browser does not s
upport Javascript.
They keep taking more drugs, and they lose even more awareness.
I’ve met a lot of these drug reps.
While this happens there, here in good old New Zealand we are still trying to un
bundle the local loop, have naked DSL and a decent broadband service.
They result in a loss of lucidity, which results in people no longer comprehendi
ng the big picture, and no longer making good decisions.
Other projects included OpenID support, extended reporting, Google Maps support,
localisation features and more.
It is actually a condition.
Think of it another way: What the PC did to the mainframe, Ooma is doing it to t
he telecom switch.
So day after day dollars are leaving their pockets and being stuffed into the po
ckets of the corporate CEOs and the shareholders of the pharmaceutical companies
.
In the pharmaceutical industry, however, there are a lot of people who are lying
to themselves, and it’s easier to lie to yourself saying, "We are searching for
the cure for cancer!
I set all the shows I want to watch to ’record at any time’, which is brilliant.

Mere anarchy is loosed upon the world.
You’re now dealing with quantum physics.
My interests are mobile devices, good books, movies and food of course!
So they may use a statin drug on a temporary basis, only for a few weeks or a co
uple of months at most.
For years, tobacco companies have been trying to edge and wiggle their way into
the adolescent market, targeting teenagers and children.
If the runaway success of these products continues then we could all be doomed!
Eugenia on Digg and Slashdot spreading FUD.
There’s the virus" or "There’s the bacteria" or "There’s the parasite.
English Terror Alert.
These are the facts from industry.
This is the nature of cancer; you can’t put that under a microscope and look at
it.
You can subscribe to our RSS feed here.
I’d just like to say that I’m getting mighty sick of the cavalier way the New Ze
aland TV channels treat their viewers!
It doesn’t mean that germ theory is false, but these chronic degenerative diseas
es exist in a different realm.
They keep taking more drugs, and they lose even more awareness.
It’s hard to lie to yourself and say, "This is a healthy product.
SKYCITY Auckland Convention Ce.
As you get poorer, you will continue to smoke more because life is terrible and
you need your nicotine high just to feel okay.
Have you ever thought about the similarities between pharmaceutical and tobacco
companies?
Learn my nutritional secrets here.
You can subscribe to our RSS feed here.
You’re now dealing with quantum physics.
This has happened before with other popular shows.
What kind of person would go work for a pharmaceutical company?
They’re lost in the forest, and they can’t even see the trees.
It’s hard to lie to yourself and say, "This is a healthy product.
I haven’t had a cold in years!
That is, of course, another similarity between Big Tobacco and Big Pharma: they
both use direct-to-consumer advertising to create demand for their products.
You’ll notice that people who smoke tend to be on a lower economic scale.
So day after day dollars are leaving their pockets and being stuffed into the po
ckets of the corporate CEOs and the shareholders of the pharmaceutical companies
.
You can have a Geekzone Blog, free when you participate!
maybe we should lobby them to use this better battlestar was advertised in there
but not rescue me, why not put all new and returning shows in the list.
SKYCITY Auckland Convention Ce.
maybe we should lobby them to use this better battlestar was advertised in there
but not rescue me, why not put all new and returning shows in the list.
As you get poorer, you will continue to smoke more because life is terrible and
you need your nicotine high just to feel okay.
They might be your neighbors, people that you wouldn’t think would be harmful, a
nd who aren’t necessarily evil.
These new doctors are noticing that people get healthier when they get off of pr
escription drugs.
I am also a Microsoft MVP Mobile Devices, which is not the same as being a Micro
soft shill.
mythTV is open source and is brilliant.
Want stories like this e-mailed to you?
You can have a Geekzone Blog, free when you participate!
It is a lack of the body’s ability to self-regulate its own cell growth, to clea
n up its own blood, tissues, bones, bone marrow, and so on.

Tobacco companies make people poor, because they hook them on a product that’s e
xpensive to buy; and they have to keep buying it, because they’re addicted to it
.
he’s clutching a Powerbook, he crashes his car into a church, and he’s shouting
Steve Jobs’ name.
The reason they think they can cure these diseases if they just have enough mone
y and enough time is because conventional medicine remains stuck in the paradigm
of germ theory.
" That’s been the promise they’ve held out for decades.
So they may use a statin drug on a temporary basis, only for a few weeks or a co
uple of months at most.
In fact, there isn’t even a tissue or a physical element that you can point to a
nd look at under a microscope and say, "That is cancer.
These are the facts from industry.
They used Joe Camel, a cartoon character, to sell cigarettes, because they knew
that if they could get adolescents hooked on nicotine, they had a customer for l
ife.
They are created as a result of many different inputs, or causes that the patien
t undergoes, or those which the patient chooses to engage in.
Therefore, the idea that you can cure or reverse these fictitious diseases is in
valid at its very premise.
They used Joe Camel, a cartoon character, to sell cigarettes, because they knew
that if they could get adolescents hooked on nicotine, they had a customer for l
ife.
Since the devices are privately owned IT departments ignore them, making them un
managed risks in the company.
That is a very valid realm of physics and science.
Symantec Internet Threat Meter.
You can subscribe to our RSS feed here.
We see studies that are designed to minimize the appearance of negative risks as
sociated with these drugs, such as heart attacks, stroke, mental disorders, suic
ide attempts, and violent behavior.
" If you take a child and you get them used to the idea of associating their ide
ntity with labels of diseases, then you create a lifelong customer for the pharm
aceutical industry.
You can download Silverstripe free.
" or "We’re going to solve osteoporosis and we’re going to end suffering!
I cannot overstate the wrath Ooma will feel from incumbents.
iYomu, a social network for gr.
But this psychological deception is harder to do today, at least when working fo
r tobacco companies.
Therefore, the idea that you can cure or reverse these fictitious diseases is in
valid at its very premise.
Now I’m not sure how a program can be primetime one season and the next appears
in an obscure timeslot without any warning, especially as BG is so popular overs
eas, they’re making the fourth seaon.
Welcome to the Unofficial Tech.
Learn my nutritional secrets here.
They are looking outside of conventional medicine for solutions, in terms of dis
ease prevention and even the simple treatment of symptoms.
I’ve heard people refer to Apple as a ’cult’, but I didn’t realise that Mac and
iPod owners were completely insane.
I suspect that some of the same psychology is at work today in people who work f
or pharmaceutical companies, or people who work for tobacco companies.
The same is true with medicine.
They forward the six they want to the FDA.
"Give us more money and in a couple more years, and we’ll have cancer cured.
Who are these drug reps?
Mere anarchy is loosed upon the world.
Thus, they think if they succeed in marketing and creating more money and more p

rofits for their company, then fund more research, they can find all these solut
ions to disease.
Say you call Manhattan.
They get even less responsive, and retain less decision-making ability, and this
just becomes another downward spiral.
SKYCITY Auckland Convention Ce.
" I’ve actually been in Hawaii, talking to doctors who were attending such an ev
ent.
OrbHere I had the opportunity to have a look at some Telecom handsets.
I normally browse through once a week which doesn’t take long.
However, by starting a kid early on drugs, they can create a paradigm where that
kid grows up thinking that he is a diseased person, and that he is that label.
But let’s look at other similarities.
: While I don’t trust this person’s method of protocol analysis, Windows h.
Tobacco companies make people poor, because they hook them on a product that’s e
xpensive to buy; and they have to keep buying it, because they’re addicted to it
.
Big Pharma knows this, and their marketing people understand this.
Thus, they think if they succeed in marketing and creating more money and more p
rofits for their company, then fund more research, they can find all these solut
ions to disease.
Did he have an Apple logo tastefully tattooed on his forehead by any chance?
Apple really has taken over the world.
It’s not rocket science to figure out the marketing tactic there for Big Tobacco
.
It was an enjoyable event and I look forward to an even bigger and brighter one
next year.
My interests are mobile devices, good books, movies and food of course!
OrbHere I had the opportunity to have a look at some Telecom handsets.
But let’s look at other similarities.
" You’d have to be living in some alternate universe, where you’ve seen none of
the science about how dangerous cigarette smoke is to human health.
iYomu, a social network for gr.
Permalink to Apple really has taken over the world.
They also said smoking helps you concentrate, and that it’s good for your nervou
s system.
They were part of a machine that was creating tremendous evil, pain and sufferin
g, and destruction in many different ways.
To call them diseases is really not accurate.
Maybe they felt like they just had no other options.
So I know how the system works, I’ve seen it firsthand.
Both sell products that kill people when used as directed.
I’ve heard people refer to Apple as a ’cult’, but I didn’t realise that Mac and
iPod owners were completely insane.
Because there is no such infectious disease as "cancer," there is no microbial i
nvader.
You can find, in archives of old magazines like Time, that some doctors are even
in advertisements stating, "Smoking, it’s good for your smile".
You can take a tumor out of the body, and you can put that under a microscope an
d call it cancer.
This has happened before with other popular shows.
Quantum physics disagrees with Newtonian physics.
It’s not rocket science to figure out the marketing tactic there for Big Tobacco
.
It’s an award for my participation in user groups and communities.
: tin-foil hat on Of course you would be fast to state such things you are a mi
cr.
" Sure they do, if you just go back far enough.
My interests are mobile devices, good books, movies and food of course!
" They think that’s the cause of the disease.

Of course, this was quite valid in the day of penicillin, and it’s still valid t
oday for basic, simple infections.
Say you call Manhattan.
The more boxes on the Ooma network, the more termination points - and , more voi
ce calls the system can carry to the public switched phone networks.
The advantage of this is my PVR can automatically skip the ads as well which is
an added bonus!
Subscribe to my Geekzone Blog RSS feed or the Geekzone RSS feed.
Before that, however, doctors could actually be found as spokespersons for cigar
ettes.
As this is happening; they are being drained of their finances.
But let’s look at other similarities.
SKYCITY Auckland Convention Ce.
Even after studies are completed, the results are highly distorted as well.
Blog template by Su Yin.
A lot of these continuing medical education courses are really just a joke.
The same is true with medicine.
They think the only reason they haven’t cured cancer yet is because they don’t h
ave enough money, that it’s just a money problem.
Thus, it’s a downward spiral into oblivion.
So I know how the system works, I’ve seen it firsthand.
I haven’t had a cold in years!
Mere anarchy is loosed upon the world.
The reason they think they can cure these diseases if they just have enough mone
y and enough time is because conventional medicine remains stuck in the paradigm
of germ theory.
The Ooma telco revolution.
Pharmaceutical companies don’t have the same addictive quality for their drugs.
The combination of the prices going down and the need of effectiveness is notice
able in business settings.
The company offers consulting services.

